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Install the proven rdr2 mods for Red Dead Redemption 2 now! You can find old mods in the mods section. If you want to add
your mod to rdr2, go to the meta section and we will gladly publish it. If you have a desire to write your own mod - you are
welcome! -rdr2 "Red Dead Redeman 2" "Russian Driver 2" (Russian version of "RDR2") This modification adds Russian
voice acting to the game (reinforced and customizable mod for all Russian words) 1.Install "Rutracker Music Library"
(Russia/Rutracks) in the game folder (Folder for it has an extended path) 2.Make sure you are not playing in the localized
version of the game. To check if you are playing a localized version of the game, click the "Compare" button. Wait a while
and you will see a window with the Russian language settings. 3. Upgrade your car and try not to die in the city. 4.Collect all
the melee weapons and use them to attack the players. 5. Use "Orion" and "SRI" to break through several buildings. 7.Hold all
enemies until the weapon runs out of charge. 8.Use mass attack techniques to destroy a crowd of enemies who did not wait for
the end of the weapon reload. 9. Destroy enemies in cover with fire to get closer to the platforms. 10.Keep up from the line of
fire to defend against archers. 9.Press "S" and then "R" to start shooting. 10-11. Shoot whenever you want. We forbid you to
shoot on the "R" team list from the slots located on your screens. If you need to kill another player, press the "R" key. (End
Game) You're in control of the Wallace, just like before. He must drive through the forest and cross the ferry guarded by the
zombies. If you can't pass, you will lose - you need to reload the gun on the last tape and continue the game. 1) The file is only
available for download from 2) Install "rutracks" in the game folder (the folder for it has an extended path) 3) Ulu
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